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The Connected World Of Everything
Once upon a time, very few devices connected to Wi-Fi- the odd laptop, perhaps a PDA (remember
those), or specialized equipment such as barcode scanners- a very different picture to what we have
today. The explosion of mobility and connected intelligence has driven almost every device imaginable to
be equipped with a wireless chipset, from refrigerators to Barbie dolls, and more of these devices are
finding their way to corporate networks. Well, perhaps not a Barbie doll, but certainly notebooks, tablets,
smartphones, projectors, printers, and soon light bulbs, heating and air conditioning etc. with the growing
trend of the ‘The Internet Of Things’ (IoT). Gartner, Inc. forecasts that 4.9 billion connected things will be in
use in 2015, up 30 percent from 2014, and will reach 25 billion by 20201. All of these devices will require
network connectivity.
These days, wireless connectivity is seen by many as
a utility, as expected as electricity. People walk into
a hotel, a business, a leisure facility, and the first
thing that they do is check for Wi-Fi. When wireless
surveys were carried out a few short years ago,
organizations would identify areas of coverage, now
they identify areas of capacity, with coverage a
byproduct. Wireless is no longer an access method
of convenience; rather the lack of wireless is seen as
an inconvenience for many. With the majority of
organizations utilizing mobile devices to work, teach,
give care, transact etc. the network connectivity of
these devices has become mission critical. People
most commonly use 2-3 mobile devices for personal
and business use, with 32% of organizations citing the
use of mobile devices as critical, and a further 55%
very important, to their productivity2. With the vast
majority of these devices relying on Wi-Fi, and
having no wired fallback, the underpinning
infrastructure must not only be fast and secure, but
highly reliable.

A Brief History Of Wi-Fi
With the demand for mobility ever increasing, organizations are continually evaluating and investing in the
latest technologies to support their mobile users, devices and applications. Would you believe that Wi-Fi
has been around for almost 20 years? In 1997, the first 802.11 standard was released and as you can
imagine, with only 2Mbps of bandwidth, there weren’t too many devices connecting to those access
points. Through the years though, as the benefits of wireless became more clear, and with the introduction
of laptops and smartphones into the workplace, wireless access points naturally increased in capacity. In
1999, 802.11g saw many laptops equipped with Wi-Fi as standard, and by the time 802.11n was
introduced, capable of delivering 450Mbps, the mobile explosion had well and truly begun with the rise of
the smartphone and tablet.
But there is never enough speed, it would appear that if you build it, they will come. With so many hungry
applications rapidly exhausting bandwidth, the evolution must continue. 802.11ac was a milestone for WiFi, breaking the Gigabit barrier, and in the coming years the monumental increases will continue, with
.11ac offering the potential for between 7-10Gbps, that’s quite a way from the 0.002Gbps we had not that
long ago.
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2

Gartner Announcement November 2014 - http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2905717
ESG Economic Value Validation Report 2014 - http://www.aerohive.com/pdfs/ESG-Economic-Value-Validation-Whitepaper.pdf
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Figure 1 - Wi-Fi Standards Timeline

The Building Blocks Of Mobility
The standards of Wi-Fi are not the only part of the mobility evolution; there are in fact several components
that form a complete wireless solution, beyond access points. As new standards are introduced, access
points will naturally incorporate new chipsets to enable the additional bandwidth, but what about the
management of these access points? What about the co-ordination and control? Organizations shouldn’t
simply throw more access points into the network and expect to see improvements; in some cases you
might find it achieves just the opposite.

The Difference Between Your Home And Corporate Wi-Fi
We will assume that you have Wi-Fi at home, who doesn’t right? And that Wi-Fi network is there to support
a handful of your family’s mobile devices; a games console perhaps, the TV, and soon expect household
items such as kettles, fridges, thermostats etc. But for now, most homes are supporting between 5-10 Wi-Fi
devices, and with a healthy Internet connection to share between them, these devices should have a
good experience. If the Wi-Fi drops out for a short period, life will continue, even if your teenage children
will feel that the world is ending. A humorous cat video might load a bit slower or that status update may
take a minute more to show up in your timeline, but this is nothing compared to the lost revenue, the
inability for a teacher to deliver a class, a nurse to deliver care, or an exec to deliver an important online
meeting due to an oversubscribed corporate network, interference, roaming, along with a whole bucket
load of other issues that can effect enterprise wireless networks.
As more devices went mobile, and wireless access moved from convenience to critical, access points
needed to deliver more than just speed. This is why there is a significant difference between the Wi-Fi that
we use at home, and enterprise wireless LAN solutions that are deployed in schools, businesses, retail
outlets, and healthcare facilities that require always-on connectivity that is fast, secure, and reliable. To
ensure that wireless networks were able to provide sufficient capacity and seamless mobility to the user;
coordinate RF settings; maintain consistent policies and more, access points required increased
intelligence and better management. In order to create this layer of intelligence within the network, we
first had to define how data should be forwarded, access points were coordinated, and the infrastructure
managed. This is where the ‘planes’ became so important, separating today’s consumer and enterprise
grade wireless LAN solutions.
Copyright© 2015, Aerohive Networks, Inc.
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The Planes – Management, Control, Data
The planes that we refer to are the same fabric that your local and wide area networks are built upon.
There are three planes of operation in networking infrastructure:

§

Management:
The management plane is always centralized and encompasses functions like pushing
configuration and firmware updates to infrastructure devices, pulling statistical data for
producing reports from those devices, and license management.

§

Control
The control plane is the set of real-time operations within the infrastructure, such as
controlling connections, disseminating connectivity information, and calculating optimal
path. A shared control plane in any infrastructure system can be achieved in either of
two ways: centralized or distributed. In both switching and routing, the control plane is
distributed, operated by protocols (e.g. spanning tree, OSPF) between intelligent
devices.

§

Data:
The data plane is the data frame/packet forwarding path and can be centralized or
distributed. In both switching and routing, the data plane is distributed, allowing for bestpath forwarding of data flows, which offers the most reliability and scale.	
  

Why They Call It The Web
The Internet is a great example of how planes create an intelligent infrastructure. The Internet operates a
distributed control plane, sharing the intelligence amongst the entire collection of interconnected routers,
reating a highly scalable and reliable mesh. There is no big router in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean or
tucked away in a datacenter somewhere, every router plays an important role in ensuring fastest path
data forwarding and operational efficiency.
While it might feel like
sometimes the Internet is
unreliable, that is simply your
local connection. However,
the infrastructure that forms
the backbone of the
Internet, much like properly
planned networks, has
redundancy throughout.
Control is what keeps the
network in order and is the
real key to enterprise
wireless LAN solutions; Data
should get from A to B in the
shortest possible time; and
Management ensures that
we can easily configure,
monitor and support our networks from a central location.

Copyright© 2015, Aerohive Networks, Inc.
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Enterprise WLAN Architecture – The Generations
The earliest enterprise access points were similar to consumer devices with the bonus of some enhanced
feature sets and centralized management, these access points were typically referred to as autonomous
(1st Gen) and had no control plane, these access points are out of the question for today’s mobility needs,
but how exactly has wireless LAN architecture evolved to incorporate the all important control plane?
Rewind to 2003, the ideal solution would have been to place greater intelligence into the access points
themselves, creating a distributed control plane (5th Gen), however that would require greater processing
power which at the time was unfeasible for reasons that we will discuss later. Therefore an alternative
solution was devised, the wireless LAN controller (2nd Gen), a hardware platform that fully centralized the
WLAN control plane and data plane, hence the name “controller”. As Wi-Fi started to become a
contender for the primary access medium, WLAN vendors had to re-evaluate their architecture and
began to adapt their controllers (3rd Gen) through virtualization, integration into switches and for smaller
deployments, a designated access point. This evolution of controllers also decoupled the data plane,
allowing local data forwarding, rather than sending every packet back to the controller. Local data
forwarding helped with potential bottlenecks but had some drawbacks, which we will come to. Wi-Fi
continued to gain popularity and soon the controller was on the move again, this time to the cloud (4th
Gen), with vendors able to push more intelligence into the access points themselves, the cloud platform
was introduced to serve as both a (less critical) controller and management solution. And while this offered
increased deployment flexibility and consolidation of hardware, the architecture was still battling with a
legacy component, the controller.
Distributed control is ultimately what the industry was striving for in 2003, and what the industry has
achieved today, by completely eliminating the need for a controller, and instead creating a shared
control plane through a protocol known as “co-operative control” (5th Gen), which is similar to the routing
and switching control protocols discussed previously. With the access points able to fully accommodate
both control and data planes, the cloud would only be utilized for centralized management, whereas with
4th Gen solutions, a disconnect between the access points and cloud would cause loss of network
capabilities.

Figure 2 - Five Generations Of Wi-Fi Architecture
Copyright© 2015, Aerohive Networks, Inc.
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1st Generation – Autonomous Access Points
	
  

Today, 1st generation access points are still used for our home Wi-Fi, and it is perfectly suitable
for personal environments, or for very small SoHo business spaces due to limited bandwidth,
management and security requirements. For any other environment, the control plane is a
critical part to the success of the deployment.

1

2nd Generation – The Physical Controller
The WLAN controller was developed to serve the purpose of a central “brain”, and controllerbased "thin" access points served effectively as radios/antennas, separated from the brain by
	
  
an Ethernet cable. You may ask, “so why couldn’t the access points be given greater
processing power to create the distributed control plane?” Technically it was absolutely
possible, and this was what the inventor of the WLAN Controller, Bob O’Hara, set out for, however speaking
at Wireless Field Day in 2012, he shared the reason why as an industry, a different path was chosen:

2

“WLAN controllers were purely an economic decision
at the time. To place greater processing power into
the access points themselves was simply cost
prohibitive”
The controller was a detour, but an acceptable one,
it was the right tool for the problem at that time.
Controllers eased the management and security
headaches that non-pervasive networks comprised of
autonomous access points would cause.
Today however, with the increased reliance on Wi-Fi,
expanding networks and increased performance
requirements, the centralized model has severe
architectural limitations:

§

Performance: Tunneling the data plane
back to a central location creates a
bottleneck.

§

Scalability: Physical controllers are similar to
switches, once the capacity is reached,
another must be purchased. Additional
management software is required to
effectively deploy and support multiple
controllers or sites.

§

Resilience: Acting as “the brain” of the
WLAN, if the access points lose connectivity
to the controller, the network goes down
with it, making it a single point of failure.

§

Cost: With separate controllers and
management, n+1 controllers for
redundancy, and feature licenses to
consider, controller-based solutions can be
pricey.

Figure 3 - Wireless Controller Architecture

Copyright© 2015, Aerohive Networks, Inc.
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3rd Generation – Hybrid Solutions
Recognizing some of the shortfalls of the physical, fully centralized controller model, vendors
began to adapt their solutions through virtualization and portfolio integration. Virtualization
	
  
provided increased scalalbility as the host’s proccessor, memory and network interfaces
could be increased as required. This model also placed some of the intelligence back into
the access points, along with the introduction of local data forwarding. Alternative offerings
included the embedding of the controller within access layer switches, firewalls and other networking
solutions, which helped to reduce solution components. For smaller deployments, an access point within a
cluster could also act as a controller for a group of local access points.

3

While these hybrid models offer
increased deployment flexibility, there
are some tradeoffs to be aware of.
The reality is that most vendors were
attempting to retrofit their controller
architecture to deal with a more
modern day network. With the
controller still acting as the brain of the
network, if local data forwarding was
enabled, organizations would be
sacrificing the usage of some
important features, such as QoS and
firewall policies, as they required user
traffic to pass through the controller.

Figure 4 - Hybrid Controller Architecture

Solutions that integrated controller
functionality into the access points
would also struggle over a certain
number of connected access points,
given a single access point has
nowhere near the processing power
of a dedicated appliance (physical or
virtual).

Hybrid solutions are still used by many
vendors today as they are bound to their legacy architecture, having invested so heavily in the
technology, however most are slowly moving away.

4th Generation – Cloud Controllers
	
  

4

In recent years, the cloud has proved popular with organizations looking to centralize software
services and reduce costs. With access points having less reliance on controllers for features
and functions, some WLAN vendors provide hosted controller services as an annual payment
plan, giving organizations more flexibility with their CapEx and OpEx budgeting.

Commercially this model works for many, however technically there are still limitations. Ultimately the
solution still utilizes a controller, and the access points still depend on the controller for certain functions,
therefore if connectivity is lost between the two, then organizations will face an impacted service, from
user connectivity to security policies and enforcement. Additionally, although organizations outright
purchase their hardware, if they forget to renew their controller license or support, then their wireless
network will cease to operate, which is a major pain point for many organizations.
When evaluating solutions of this kind, it is imperative that organizations ascertain from the vendors what
exactly will happen if 1.access points lose connectivity to the cloud and 2.what happens if the controller
license expires.
Copyright© 2015, Aerohive Networks, Inc.
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5th Generation – Distributed Control
As of 2013, there were more mobile devices on earth than people, and Wi-Fi has most
certainly replaced Ethernet as the primary network access medium. The mobile-first
generation has rapidly taken shape, with organizations battling to accommodate laptops,
	
  
smartphones, tablets, wearables and connected ‘things’. 802.11ac has dramatically
increased the amount of available capacity, with Gigabit Wi-Fi, and due to the increased
demand for reliable, secure, and scalable mobility, wireless LAN controllers are nearing retirement.

5

All those years ago, the wireless LAN industry set out to replicate LAN and WAN architectures by creating a
controlled, coordinated and distributed access layer for mobile users. A few short years after the wireless
LAN controller had become the de-facto choice for
WLAN architecture, a new opportunity presented itself.
Every two years the processing power of chipsets
doubles, while the price decreases; this is the nature of
Moore’s Law3. Aerohive Networks leveraged this
increased processing power, combined with the
“Cooperative Control” protocol (a control protocol
similar to OSPF and STP) to create a fully distributed
control plane, eliminating the need for a dedicated
wireless LAN controller.
Fully distributing control with the Cooperative Control
Architecture achieves three main benefits:

§

Cost Savings:
By replacing controller hardware, software,
and licensing with free control protocols,
dramatic cost savings can be realized
without losing functionality.

§

Operational Simplicity:
Using a distributed control plane is inherently
resilient and allows the WLAN devices to selforganize and integrate directly into the
access architecture, enforcing security
policy before WLAN traffic ever traverses the
wired LAN.

§

Scalability and Flexibility:
With every access point or networking
device participating in the processing of
data, much like a grid computer, the
network can provide full functionality to any
network regardless of size. Every device
added to the network increases not only
the coverage, but the total compute
capacity of the network.

Figure 5 - Fully Distributed Architecture

Fully distributed control and data planes are essential for a mobile-first network, however the management
plane plays a key role in the deployment and support of the wireless LAN and should remain centralized.
Aerohive Networks delivers centralized management services within the cloud (public or private) so that
an administrator can easily configure, monitor, and support the entire access layer infrastructure of access
points, switches, and branch routers from a single pane of glass.
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Moore’s Law, of Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel, states that processor speeds double every two years.

Copyright© 2015, Aerohive Networks, Inc.
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Beyond Connectivity - Cloud-Enabled Services
Having a fast, secure, reliable, and scalable mobility platform is only part of a total wireless LAN solution
today. Once organizations have selected the appropriate wireless LAN architecture to deliver a great
mobile user experience, the next challenge is how to easily and securely on-board the wide range of
devices entering the network; how to simplify the deployment and support of geographically distributed
sites; and gain greater visibility of mobile users, devices and applications within an organization.

Figure 6 - Enabling Mobility With A Cloud Services Platform
Cloud-enabled services deliver far more than management for today’s WLAN’s. Combining access layer
devices with a cloud services platform makes it easier to manage the infrastructure; enabling smoother
guest management, BYOD onboarding, enhanced security and analytics. Commercially, these services
offer increased deployment flexibility and reduced hardware and operational costs.

Simplifying Deployment and Support

Figure 7 - Simplified Administration

Copyright© 2015, Aerohive Networks, Inc.

	
  

One of the great benefits of cloud-enabled networking is
the ease in which infrastructure can be deployed and
supported. Through a centralized dashboard,
administrators can quickly enable new devices from any
location in the world, a particularly powerful capability for
distributed organizations. Access points, switches, and
branch routers can all be shipped to remote sites with no
configuration, and after a local facilities team member
has connected these devices into the network, dial-home
functionality automatically detects them within the
management platform, ready for the administrator to
configure. To further simply the process, administrators can
utilize automatic provisioning for zero-touch deployment
of thousands of devices.
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In addition to simplifying the deployment, cloud services can make any administrator an instant Wi-Fi guru;
with assisted troubleshooting and helpdesk features that help identify and remedy potential client,
infrastructure, and environmental issues. General maintenance also becomes much more efficient with the
ability to schedule and automate required updates without interrupting connected mobile users. Having a
centralized arsenal of support tools empower helpdesk personnel to resolve issues quickly and reduce
escalations.

Securely Connecting Corporate, BYO And Guest Devices
Now that the majority of network-connected devices utilize
Wi-Fi for access, access points are increasingly becoming a
key border force for network security. For corporate
devices, the administrator can typically utilize Group
Policies to provision a device for network connectivity,
however for BYO, guest and IoT devices where the
administrator may not have the resources, access, or
expertise to prepare these devices, there is a greater
challenge.

Figure 8 - Simple And Secure Connectivity

Cloud services that offer self-registration of personal
devices and guests, combined with AD integration and
role-based access policies, create an access layer solution
that is both simple for the user, and secure for the
administrator.

Greater Visibility And Insight
Having a centralized view of connected users, devices,
and applications allows administrators to keep track of
network utilization and performance, ensure that mobility is
focused on productivity, and capture relevant insights
based on mobile device behavior.
Customized perspectives provide information such as data
usage over time, users by SSID, device information, and
many other reports that can be further filtered based on
identity/role, location, network, or custom-defined
business-relevant tags.

	
  

Figure 9 - Enhanced Visibility And Control

Summary
The world of mobility is continually evolving, and as organizations evaluate the latest technologies to
support their mobility initiatives, it is important to understand what generation of architecture the solutions
provider is offering, and how that will service their needs today and tomorrow, both technically and
commercially. With the growing population of mobile users, devices, and apps, there will be a continued
investment into faster Wi-Fi standards, however the requirements for mobility platforms are advancing
beyond speeds and feeds. Today, organizations focus more attention on the scalability, reliability, and
value that solutions deliver, with cloud services platforms and distributed control playing a vital part in the
mobile-first era. In recent years, Wi-Fi has been established as the primary access medium, and with the
introduction of cloud enabled services that enable increasingly flexible deployments, rapid support, and
rich insights, Wi-Fi has become and will continue to be far more than connectivity.
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About Aerohive
Aerohive (NYSE: HIVE) enables our customers to simply and confidently connect to the information,
applications, and insights they need to thrive. Our simple, scalable, and secure platform delivers mobility
without limitations. For our over 20,000 end customers worldwide, every access point is a starting point.
Aerohive was founded in 2006 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA. For more information, please visit
www.aerohive.com, call us at 408-510-6100, follow us on Twitter @Aerohive, subscribe to our blog, join our
community or become a fan on our Facebook page.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

“Aerohive” is a registered trademark of Aerohive Networks, Inc. All product and company names used
herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

Aerohive Networks, Inc.
330 Gibraltar Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94089 USA
phone: 408.510.6100
toll-free: 866.918.9918
fax: 408.510.6199
www.aerohive.com
info@aerohive.com
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